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Foreword
It is a well-known maxim that
regulation and technology
are the co-drivers of change
in the financial industry.
But after a decade of
unprecedented growth and
innovation in both these
realms – marked by the
unstoppable rise of fintech
and similarly pervasive waves of post-crisis reform – they
are intertwined in new and somewhat unpredictable ways.
Regulatory change has stimulated adoption of new
technologies, as service providers across the finance sector
adapt to far-reaching compliance obligations and fastchanging commercial realities. But technology innovation
is also driving change in regulation too. Market supervisors
have always been alert to technology’s power to shift risks,
or create new ones. This remains true today, but some are
now enthusiastic proponents of fintech to achieve positive
regulatory outcomes – such as increased transparency and
competition. Some regulators are also fintech consumers,
cautiously exploring the potential of ‘regtech’ to monitor
risks in a more timely, cost-effective manner.
For some, fintech is a collection of digital technologies –
including artificial intelligence (AI), cloud, distributed ledger
technology (DLT), application programming interfaces
(APIs) – being deployed to offer new financial services
or substantially improve existing ones. For others, it
is a wave of entrepreneurial firms that combine these
technologies with new business models, acute customer
responsiveness and agile development processes to
deliver highly adaptable, function-rich solutions.
Fintech has the power to change not just the products,
processes and delivery channels of the finance sector, but
also its participants, structure and its role in our personal
and business lives. It has made its presence felt in service
areas from retail FX brokerage to current accounts to
robo-advice. In China, and many other Asian countries,

providers of ‘super-apps’ have rapidly captured market
share by adding payments, credit and investments to
their mobile-based consumer service offerings.
In the institutional space, adoption of fintech solutions
and technologies has been less obviously disruptive,
with new entrants partnering with incumbents to tackle
complex, often compliance-related challenges. From a
securities services perspective, we are very much in the
early stages of understanding fintechs’ potential, and
aware that its interaction with regulation could play a
significant part in its ability to facilitate new efficiencies
and opportunities for our customers.
At Standard Chartered Securities Services, we are
working on many fronts, with some of the early fruits
of our labours highlighted in our ‘Securities Services:
Realising the promise of technology and innovation’
white paper released in June this year.
Our approach is based on partnership: with clients, with
service providers, and regulators across the capital markets
eco-system. We are listening to and consulting with clients
to solve challenges together, sometimes collaborating via
technology, but always sharing thoughts and energy on
key priorities through ongoing dialogue. From a product
development perspective, we are working with world-class
partners – both fintechs or traditional players – rather than
building exclusively internally. More broadly, as an integrated
intermediary, we are leveraging our links and relationships
across the ecosystem to ensure we outpace this rapidly
evolving technology and regulatory landscape – both in
thought and action.
The future may be unpredictable, but we are certain that
deep, trusting relationships with our clients and partners
is the answer.
Margaret Harwood-Jones
Global Head of Securities Services,
Standard Chartered
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New risks,
new opportunities
The power and ubiquity of the smartphone has done much to stimulate the growth of
fintech in retail financial services. But the increase in regulatory obligations over the past
decade has been a more significant driver in wholesale markets.

Banks and other financial institutions are investing
in fintech innovations such as AI to augment rather
than replace expensive, flawed and inflexible systems
to tackle cyber-security threats, or comply with new
reporting and transaction processing requirements.
These investments are also helping to overcome
the volume, variety, and velocity of big data to make
smarter, more informed decisions. Banks are collecting,
measuring, and analysing data to prevent fraud, reduce
risk, improve productivity and efficiency, accelerate
time to market and mean time to resolution, increase
accuracy and enhance customer experience.
“Banks’ IT departments are moving at varying speeds
toward partnering with fintech firms, gradually evolving
how they decide what to build and when and how to buy.
Particularly when working with fintech start-ups, their due
diligence process needs to cover not only the resilience
of the firm’s technology but also its balance sheet,” says
Adam Toms, CEO, OpenFin Europe, which has developed
a desktop operating system to help financial services
firms tap into fintech products and services.

Banks’ IT departments are
moving at varying speeds toward
partnering with fintech firms,
gradually evolving how they
decide what to build and when
and how to buy.
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Encouraging
innovation
Leveraging fintech in the institutional space is an
imperfect science, with incumbent service providers,
fintech firms and regulators all re-examining existing
practices and rules in order to turn the potential of
digital technology into real value for the end-user. In
the payments space, for example, regulators have
encouraged competition between incumbents and
newcomers by mandating API-based data exchange
in initiatives such as the second European Payment
Services Directive.
Some jurisdictions have gone further, bolstering fintech
growth by providing tools and resources to help
pioneers bring new propositions to market, notably
‘sandboxes’ that help to refine proofs of concept
through trials using regulatory data. More recently, these
regulatory initiatives have expanded across borders, via
both bilateral and multilateral agreements, in recognition
of the early need of niche fintech providers to market
their services internationally.
“The cross-border nature of fintech is perhaps its
biggest challenge to current regulatory structures. Likeminded jurisdictions can agree on minimum standards
to create a level playing field for fintechs across their
markets.” Azad Ali, Partner, financial services regulation
at global law firm Fieldfisher.

Most fintechs typically need to scale-up from their
domestic market very quickly, but need support to do
so, according to Charlotte Crosswell, CEO, Innovate
Finance, a fintech trade association. “With limited
regulatory coordination, they may expand into markets
with a similar regulatory approach, rather than ones that
might make more commercial sense.”

With limited regulatory
coordination, they may expand
into markets with a similar
regulatory approach, rather
than ones that might make
more commercial sense.
In August 2018, the Global Financial Innovation Network
(GFIN) was launched by regulators from 11 jurisdictions,
including Australia, Dubai, Hong Kong, Singapore and the
UK. Building on the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)’s
proposal earlier this year to create a global sandbox,
GFIN aims to help fintechs work with regulators more
efficiently and to “navigate between countries as they
look to scale new ideas1”. In September 2018, the ASEAN
Financial Innovation Network announced the launch
of API Exchange2, a cross-border platform designed
to foster collaboration between fintech innovators and
financial institutions, aimed specifically at deepening
financial inclusion in the region.
“Initiatives such as GFIN indicate an understanding by
regulators that a coordinated regulatory approach is
required to help fintechs to reach scale. It may be an
incremental step to a global regulatory framework for
fintech, but there remain many differences between
national licencing regimes,” says Fieldfisher’s Ali.

Increased regulatory coordination is seen as necessary
both to support adoption of new technologies and
to manage new risks that can arise from innovation.
“Fintech throws up some difficult cross-border issues
that regulators cannot easily tackle on their own, such
as initial coin offerings,” observes Crosswell.

Beyond regulatory
coordination
Another sphere in which regulators are seeking more
peer coordination and evolving their relationship with
technology is regtech, the subset of fintech focused
on more efficient and effective delivery of regulatory
requirements through digital technology innovation. The
UK’s FCA and the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission are among several regulators exploring the
potential of machine-readable rules to reduce the risk
and cost of regulatory compliance.
With regulators moving at varying speeds, financial
services providers are also making their own judgements
on optimisation of fintech. “There will always be limits to
regulatory coordination, so the industry needs to take up
the initiative on standards to support interoperability and
connectivity,” says Crosswell.

With regulators moving at
varying speeds, financial
services providers are also
making their own judgements
on optimisation of fintech.

1

FCA press release (August 2018) https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-collaborates-new-consultation-explore-opportunities-global-financial-innovation-network

2

AFIN press release (Sept 2018) http://afin.tech/index.php/2018/09/20/worlds-first-cross-border-open-architecture-platform-to-improve-financial-inclusion/
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At the enterprise level, banks are adapting their
procurement and investment processes to foster
mutually beneficial relationships with fintechs, whilst
increasing industry level collaboration to leverage
technology innovation. “Fintech solutions in the
institutional space tend to be very deep but very
narrow in scope. This means they need to scale quickly
into new markets, but it also means connectivity and
integration are critical to success,” observes Toms at
OpenFin Europe.
The post-crisis era has seen greater regulatory
coordination on a wide range of fronts, with the Financial
Stability Board (FSB) leading harmonisation efforts,
including automated trading, central clearing and
reporting of OTC derivatives across G20 member states,
yet disparities in implementation have persisted. Further,
regulators continue to balance interest in innovation with
consumer protection and financial stability priorities. In
a 2017 report, the FSB called on regulators to address
the operational, cyber-security and macro-financial risks
stemming from increased fintech activity.
“Supra-national standards-setting bodies have driven
harmonisation in recent years. Similarly, industry-level
initiatives such as the voluntary FX Code of Conduct
have formalised industry standards and best practice.
Both models could have relevance to fintech, but the
sector is extremely diverse at this early stage in its
evolution,” says Ali at Fieldfisher.

Flexibility
required
The future relationship between fintech and regulation is
hard to predict due partly to the former’s dynamism and
relative immaturity. But it’s clear that the application of
fintech to banking services and processes will continue
to be explored; and the regulatory framework will
continue to evolve, both in terms of monitoring the risks
and opportunities of further fintech innovation and by
refining its own use of ‘regtech’.
In this context, the key challenge for corporate and
institutional banking businesses is how to leverage
fintech to deliver an improved customer experience,
whilst maintaining adherence to regulatory requirements
and objectives as they shift. As Alex Manson, Global
Head of SC Ventures at Standard Chartered, observes,
“The regulatory environment can be uncertain and
will remain so for some time. Firms need to ensure
their business models are sufficiently flexible to adapt
to these changes as they harness the opportunities
presented by the fintech industry.”

The regulatory environment can
be uncertain and will remain so
for some time. Firms need to
ensure their business models are
sufficiently flexible to adapt to
these changes as they harness
the opportunities presented by
the fintech industry.

Alex Manson
Global Head, SC Ventures,
Standard Chartered
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Fintech solutions in the institutional space tend to
be very deep but very narrow in scope. This means
they need to scale quickly into new markets, but it
also means connectivity and integration are
critical to success.
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Calm in the
eye of the storm
How will the twin forces highlighted in chapter one disrupt the securities services sector,
and alter its value proposition to clients? When safekeeping assets across multiple markets,
rapid change is treated with caution. Over the course of its evolution, however, custody has
continually adapted, gradually layering new services and capabilities on top, whilst never
under-estimating the fundamental importance of its safekeeping responsibilities.

This evolution brings complexity. And if we also consider
the number of links in the post-trade securities processing
chain and the differences in legal frameworks even
across major jurisdictions, we can begin to understand
the proliferation of processes and technologies used to
expedite transactions and exchange information between
custodians and their clients.
As such, securities services firms are monitoring
regulatory and technological change whilst maintaining
close attention to the evolution of client demand.

Securities services firms are
monitoring regulatory and
technological change whilst
maintaining close attention to
the evolution of client demand.

Digging into
the data
According to Paul Sinthunont, buy-side analyst at
Aite Group, asset owners and managers are exploring
new data analysis opportunities arising from fintech
innovation, looking to their securities services suppliers
for support and insight. Some may still fax confirmations,
and others may like formatted PDFs, but most want
custodians to aggregate and inject data via APIs directly
into their systems for the further interrogation.
“Asset owners and managers have been squeezed
financially over the past ten years and increasingly
require a single point of access to a wider variety of
services from custodians. Whether to support regulatory
reporting requirements or to provide new insights, asset
servicing providers need to have the scale to provide a
range of technology-based services in addition to their
core safekeeping role,” he explains.
For these reasons, use of APIs and robotic process
automation are perhaps evolving faster than DLT
(for example) in the securities services space.
Juliette Kennel, Head of Securities and FX markets
at SWIFT, says the replacement of outmoded
forms of communication must be accompanied by
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standardisation. “Greater use of APIs is being driven
by clients, but the inefficiencies of the past will return
if we don’t ensure harmonisation through standards,”
she says. SWIFT has built a draft specification for a
payments API using ISO 20022 standards and Kennel
asserts that standards-based APIs can support
streamlined data exchange along the securities chain.

Because they enable efficient
integration of existing systems
and services, often to develop
new value propositions, APIs
are one of the most visible
representations of collaboration
between incumbent service
providers and fintech newcomers.
Because they enable efficient integration of existing
systems and services, often to develop new value
propositions, APIs are one of the most visible
representations of collaboration between incumbent
service providers and fintech newcomers. But they are
just one strand of efforts by securities services firms
to leverage technology innovation within a secure and
robust regulatory and operating framework.
Ryan Cuthbertson, Head of Product Management for
Custody and Clearing at Standard Chartered, notes that
most fintech firms have neither the risk-taking expertise
nor the balance sheet capacity to provide services on the
global scale expected of global or even regional custodians,
yet still have much to offer. “Banks have a poor track
record on delivering a new product on time and to budget.
They should no longer try to build everything in house; we
already partner with fintechs where appropriate,” he says.
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Alternative asset management 2020 – Fast forward to centre stage (PwC)

Assets of
the future
One example of customer demand driving fintech
investment and collaboration in the securities services
space is the shift to alternative assets, spurred by
persistently low returns in liquid fixed-income securities.
PwC has estimated that at least USD13.6 trillion will be
invested in alternatives by 20203, and Aite’s Sinthunont
says the increased appeal of private equity, real estate,
infrastructure and other alternative assets
is incentivising custodians to develop
specialist capabilities to handle illiquid and
esoteric instruments, with data analytics
regarded as mission critical.
But appetite for new investment opportunities continues
to evolve. As institutional and retail investors are
increasingly intrigued by crypto-currencies, custodians
are also looking at whether the new technologies that
accompany these instruments have wider application,
for example the tokenisation of ‘analogue’ assets to
increase their liquidity.

They [banks] should no longer try
to build everything in house; we
already partner with fintechs
where appropriate.

Ryan Cuthbertson
Head of Product
Management for
Custody and Clearing,
Standard Chartered
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Cuthbertson suggests projects related to digital assets
are prime candidates for fintech collaboration as well
as an example of how technology-based innovation is
forcing incumbents to re-examine how and what they
deliver to customers. They also serve as an example of
the ongoing regulatory challenge presented by fintech.
Major jurisdictions began to issue guidance in 2017, but
there is a distinct lack of consensus among regulators
on how digital assets should be defined or regulated.
“Regulatory requirements will play a big part in shaping
our clients’ future expectations of us. If there are 100
digital asset exchanges in the future, our clients will
likely need us to be a node on each to support their
investment strategies. That will require us to provide
some capabilities that are very similar to today, but
others that are very different,” he says. “Technology
is continuing to reduce borders and blur product and
service lines; each house will need to form a view on the
industry’s future direction – and its own.”

Technology is continuing
to reduce borders and blur
product and service lines.
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Innovation
and resilience
Whilst customers and service providers in the securities
services sector are united in their enthusiasm for the
potential efficiencies and opportunities offered by
fintech, they are similarly of one mind on the paramount
importance of security and resilience. According to
Virginie O’Shea, Research Director at Aite Group,
clients value the role of custodians in establishing
innovation hubs to intermediate and investigate fintech
opportunities on their behalf. “This is a conservative
market and there is a nervousness about working with
smaller firms. Clients are often concerned about the
project risk of moving from tried-and-tested platforms to
newer technologies,” she explains.
The practice of safekeeping may change, but its
principles are timeless. Securities service providers must
evolve their service proposition in line with changes in
regulation and technology, but above all their focus will
remain on client service.
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